For short bunches in electron storage rings the onset of the transverse mode coupling instability usually occurs when the frequency shift of the coherent dipole mode (mode zero) equals around three quarters of the synchrotron frequency. A reactive feedback system has been proposed which maintains the coherent dipole frequency constant and may thereby delay the onset of instability. The influence of this feedback system on the threshold of instability is studied using matrix eigenvalue analysis (few particles model) and a computer simulation code. This analysis shows that for a single localised transverse impedance, the reactive feedback system increases significantly the threshold for instability, provided the betatron phase shift between the kicker and the impedance is properly chosen.
1.
Introduction A reactive feedback system has been proposed1 for LEP so as to maintain the coherent betatron frequency constant and thus increase the threshold for the transverse mode coupling instability.2,3,4,5 The effect of this feedback system was first examined by Ruth6 using a two-particle model and continuous motion.
This implied distributed wakefields and a distributed feedback system. Later Zotter8 modified the original two-particle model so as to study the effect of a single localised wakefield and a localised feedback system. In this model the betatron phase advance between the pick-up and kicker was fixed at multiples of it and the phase advance between the kicker and the single wakefield was zero. Myers9 then extended this model to allow i) more particles; up to five were studied ii) variable phase advance between the kicker and the wakefield, and iii) many wakefields per turn.
Very recently Ruggierol0 examined the transverse mode coupling instability without feedback using an infinite number of particles (Vlasov equation) and a single localised wakefield. Before this Ruthl1 had studied (using an infinite number of particles and distributed wakes and feedback) the effect of reactive feedback on the instability and found results in good agreement with his two-particle analysis6.
In all models involving feedback it has been assumed that the reactive feedback kick would be applied on the same turn. In practice this implies that the electrical signal detected at the pick-up would somehow 'catch up' with the bunch before the bunch arrived at the kicker. This is possible in small rings but extremely difficult in LEP.
In parallel with the few-particles studies a computer simulation12 was developed which examined many superparticles and a localised realistic wakefield but without feedback. In fact it was with this simulation that the "coherent synchro-betatron resonances" were first observed.
Another computer simulation'3 was also developed which allowed many localised wakefields separated in betatron phase and many feedback systems.
In particular this simulation allowed study of a realistic feedback system where the kick is applied on the next turn.
2. Extension of the discrete few-particles model Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of type A feedback. Each particle is identified by its position in the vertical normalized phase space (z,y) As before the stability is evaluated by substituting various forms of SB in equation (5) It has previously been shown9 using the few-particles model and a single wakefield that the phase advance between the feedback kicker and the wake has a strong influence on the threshold for instability. The simulation program was run to confirm this result. The code was modif ied so as to maintain the machine tune and the phase advance between pick-up and kicker constant whilst varying the phase advance from the wake to the kicker. Figure 5 shows the results of these runs, which are in good agreement with those of the few-particles model9. There i s kicker (or transverse Fig. 4 
Many wakes per turn
Here an attempt is made to study the realistic case of wakefields in LEP. To do this properly would require many hundred wakefields occurring at random phase throughout the machine circumference.
Since this is not possible in either the few-particles model or the simulation (because of computer limitations) an approximation to the realistic wake situation is made. This involves placing many (between three and maximum of around 30) wakes (Nw) equally distributed in betatron phase, i.e. the tune advance between wakes is 'QBw = 1.0/Nw
The few-particles model (without feedback) was used with three, ten and 20 wakefields. The results for these three cases were absolutely identical. uppermost plot of Fig. 6 shows the stability threshold as a function of machine tune. There is absolutely no tune dependence. Figure 6 also shows that as the gain of the feedback is increased from zero the tune structure (or 'coherent synchro-betatron' resonances) reappear. This is not yet properly understood but is probably due to the approximation of using a finite (and small) number of wakes equally spread in betatron phase. Feedbcck Parameter (C) =-0 300 2. Figure 7 shows the threshold current dependence on machine tune for three RF stations (equally spaced at 2it/3 in betatron phase) using the simulation program. As in Fig. 6 
